Abstract-In this paper, we discuss subspace based least squares support vector machines (SSLS-SVMs), in which an input vector is classified into the class with the maximum similarity. Namely, we define the similarity measure for each class by the weighted sum of vectors called dictionaries and optimize the weights so that the margin between classes is optimized. Because the similarity measure is defined for each class, the similarity measure associated with a data sam pie needs to be the largest among all the similarity measures. Introducing slack variables we define these constraints by equality constraints. Then the proposed SSLS-SVMs is similar to LS-SVMs by all-at-once form ulation. Because all-at-once form ulation is inefficient, we also propose SSLS-SVMs by oneagainst-all form ulation. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods with the conventional method for two-class problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N subspace methods [1] , [2] each class region is defined by a set of basis vectors and the similarity of an input vector to a class is measured by the length of projection of the input onto the associated subspace. Similarities of the input vectors serve as discriminant functions.
Various subspace methods, such as class feature compression (CLAFIC) [1] and learning subspace methods [2] , have been proposed. In most cases, principal component analysis (PCA) is used to compute basis vectors of subspaces. The basic idea of PCA is to rotate the coordinates so that data samples are non-correlated and delete the axes that do not contribute in representing the data distribution. To extend PCA for nonlinear problems, kernel PCA (KPCA) has been proposed [3] , [4] . Recently, using KPCA variants of subspace methods are extended to kernel-based subspace methods, such as kernel mutual subspace methods (KMSMs) [5] , [6] , kernel constrained mutual subspace methods (KCMSMs) [7] , and kernel orthogonal mutual subspace methods (KOSMSs) [6] .
In subspace methods using KPCA, the values we assign to the weights in the similarity measure of each class are the eigenvalues or 1. However, because each subspace is defined separately and an overlap of subspaces or the margin between classes is not controlled after the definition of the subspaces, these weights may not be optimal from the standpoint of class separability.
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978-1-4244-3553-1/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE weights in the similarity measure so that the margin between classes is maximized while minimizing the classification error for the training data. This is the same idea as that of support vector machines (SYMs) [8] . We consider the similarity measure as the separating hyperplane that separates the associated class from the remaining classes and formulate the optimization problem under the equality constraints that the similarity measure associated with a data sample has the highest similarity among all the similarity measures. This formulation is the same as all-at-once LS-SYMs, which are considered to be inefficient. However, because kernel evaluations are done when similarity measures are calculated, unlike regular SYMs kernel evaluations are not necessary during optimization. From the formulation, instead of quadratic programming programs, we derive a set of linear simultaneous equations. We call this method subspace based least squares SYMs, SSLS-SYMs for short. To speed up training SSLS-SYMs for large data sets, we propose formulating SSLS-SYMs by one-against-all formulation. By this formulation we can optimize the weights of each class, separately.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe kernel-based subspace methods (KSMs) and how to calculate the similarity measures. In Section III, we propose SSLS-SYMs that optimize the weights in similarity measures. In Section IY, we demonstrate the effectiveness of SSLS-SYMs through computer experiments. And we conclude our work in Section Y.
II. SUBSPACE METHODS

A. Kernel-based Subspace Methods
In kernel-based subspace methods, KPCA is used to represent a subspace of each class. Unlike conventional KPCA, in calculating the covariance matrix, the mean vector is not subtracted from the training data. We consider an n-class classification problem with the m-dimensional input vector x. Let x be mapped into the l-dimensional feature space by the mapping function g (x ). Thus, r i dictionaries 'P ik for the subspace for class i are the eigenvectors of the following eigenvalue problem:
where Xi is the index set for class i training data, IX i I is the number of elements in Xi, and Aik is the eigenvalue associated with 'P ik: Here, we assume that we select the first to the r.th largest eigenvalues in (1) .
where the column vectors of U are eigenvectors of Hand S is given by To calculate (1) without using the variables in the feature space, we need to use kernel tricks. But it is time consuming. Thus to speed up calculations we use the concept of the empirical feature space [9] , [10] . The empirical feature space is spanned by the mapped training data and gives the same kernel value as that of the feature space.
Let the kernel be H(x, x') == gT (x) g(x'), and the number of data be M. For the M m-dimensional data 
where Wik is the weight for the kth dictionary of class i. Defining (2) . (3)
Here, OJ (> 0) are eigenvalues of H, whose eigenvectors correspond to the jth columns of U, and for instance
Defining the first N vectors of U as the M x N matrix P and A as the N x N matrix whose diagonal elements are
where pT P == INxN but ppT i-I Mx M, and I is the unit matrix.
The mapping function to the N-dimensional empirical feature space is given by
It is proved that the empirical feature space gives the same kernel value as that of the feature space. Therefore, without inducing any error, instead of (1), we can carry out KPCA by (6) Although the dimension of the coefficient matrix on the lefthand side of (1) may be infinite for RBF kernels, that of the (6) is finite, Le., N. Calculations of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in (5) are not necessary if we obtain the M linearly independent data that span the empirical feature space. This can be done by the Cholesky factorization of the kernel matrix H deleting the linearly dependent data. Then, instead of (5) we use
where Xk j (j == 1, ..., N) are linearly independent in the feature space.
A. Idea
In conventional subspace methods using KPCA, we set the eigenvalues or 1 to the weights of the similarity measure of each class. However, these values are not optimal from the standpoint of class separability, because weights are not determined to make class separability as large as possible.
We propose subspace based least squares support vector machines (SSLS-SYMs) to solve this problem. We determine the values using the idea of least squares support vector machines. Because (11) can be viewed as a decision function without a bias term we can borrow the idea of SYMs, namely maximizing margins between classes. But, unlike the decision functions of conventional SYMs, (11) is defined for each class. Thus we need to formulate SSLS-SYMs so that for a data sample the similarity measure for the associated class is the largest. This leads to formulating SSLS-SYMs by all-at-once formulation. To alleviate the computational burden of all-at-once formulation we also formulate SSLSSYMs by one-against-all formulation.
B. Subspace Based LS-SVMs by All-at-Once Formulation
The size of the matrix that needs to be solved in (16) is L~rio Thus, as the number of classes or the number or dictionaries increases, training becomes slow.
In our study we use RBF kernels: exp( -,lIx -x'1I 2 ) where , is the width of the radius. Then, before training SSLS-SVMs, we need to determine the , value, and the threshold value of the cumulative proportion, «, and the value of margin parameter C. To compare between the proposed method and conventional kernel subspace methods clear, first we determine , and t£ values for kernel subspace methods by fivefold cross-validation. Then, using these values, we optimize the C value for SSLS-SVMs by fivefold crossvalidation. The algorithm of training SSLS-SVMs by all-atonce formulation is as follows:
Algorithm 1
Step 1 Determine the , and t£ values for kernel subspace --methods with equal weights or weights equal to eigenvalues by fivefold cross-validation. For the determined subspaces, determine the C value for the SSLS-SVM by fivefold cross-validation.
Step 2 Using the parameter values determined in Step --1, select the linearly independent data from the training data by the Cholesky factorization.
Step 3 --Generate the mapping function to the empirical feature space using the linearly independent data obtained in Step 2. Calculate eigenvectors 'Pik and eigenvalues Aik for class i (i == 1,... , n) using (6).
Step 4 Determine the dimension of the subspace for class --i , r.. using the t£ value determined in Step 1.
Step 5 Calculate fi(Xj) for i == 1, ... , n, j == 1, ... , M.
Step 6 Calculate weights w using (16).
C. Subspace Based LS-SVMs by One-against-All Formulation
We can optimize the weights in the similarity measures (16) by the SSLS-SVM by all-at-once formulation. But if the size of the matrix in (16) is large, it will be difficult to solve the SSLS-SVM. Therefore, to speed up training in a,
Taking the partial derivative of (15) with respect to w ; and setting the resulting equation to 0, we obtain where C is the margin parameter that determines the tradeoff between maximizing margins and minimizing misclassifications and~ij are non-negative slack variables. The term C Mj(n IX Yj I) in (13) is to avoid biased penalties for the unbalanced class data. In kernel subspace methods, the weights are assumed to be non-negative, but here we do not impose non-negativeness to increase freedom of solutions.
We solve the above optimization problem in the primal form. Substituting (14) into (13), we obtain Equation (11) can be viewed as the separating hyperplane in the class i subspace given by f i (x), and it separates class i data from those belonging to other classes. Thus, we can maximize the margin in the subspace by minimizing I Iw , II· But, unlike the decision functions of conventional SVMs, each class has its decision function. Thus we need to formulate subspace based support vector machines according to all-at-once formulation.
Let for the n class problem M training data pairs be { (X1,Y1) 
Algorithm 2
Step 1 Determine the I and t£ values for the kernel --subspace methods by fivefold cross-validation. And determine the value of the margin parameter for the SSLS-SVM (0) by fivefold cross-validation.
Step 2 Using the parameter values determined in Step --1, select the linearly independent data from the training data by the Cholesky factorization. Set i == 1.
Step 3 Calculate eigenvectors 'Pik and eigenvalues Aik --f o r i == 1, ... ,n by (6).
Step 4 Determine the dimension of class i subspace, ri, --using the t£ value determined in Step 1.
Step 5 Calculate fi(Xj) for j == 1, ... ,M.
Step 6 Calculate weight vector w; and bias term b, using --(24) and (25), respectively.
Step 7 If i -I-n, we set i == i + 1 and go to Step 3. If --i == n, terminate the algorithm.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Benchmark Data Sets
We compared the proposed SSLS-SVMs with LS-SVMs and the conventional kernel subspace methods (KSMs) with the weights equal to 1 or the eigenvalues, using the twoclass benchmark data sets [11] , [12] listed in Table 1 . The table shows the number of inputs, training data, test data, and training and test data sets. We used RBF kernels and assumed that the diagonal element in the Cholesky factorization is zero if the argument of the square root in the diagonal element is less than or equal to 10-5 .
B. Setting of the Parameter Values
To compare SSLS-SVMs with KSMs, we optimized the kernel parameter I and the threshold of the cumulative proportion t£ for KSMs by fivefold cross-validation. Then using the same values of I and n; we optimized the value of e for SSLS-SVMs. By this, we can check how optimizing the weights improves the generalization ability of KSMs. == 1, ... ,n) we formulate the SSLS-SVM with one-against-all formulation as follows:
such a situation, we consider formulating SSLS-SVMs in one-against-all formulation, in which we separately optimize the weights of the similarity measure of each class. To improve the classification ability which may be decreased because of approximation introduced by one-againstall formulation, instead of (11), we use the following decision function which include the class i bias term b i :
Taking the partial derivative of (23) with respect to w ; and b i , and setting the resulting equation to 0, we obtain Here, unlike eij in (13), eij in (21) is defined for j == 1, . . . ,M and can be discarded when w; is obtained. Thus, it may be possible to drop the subscript i in eij. But since they are different for different classes, we use eij.
We solve the above optimization problem in the primal form. Substituting (22) into (21), we obtain Since we calculate the r i x r i matrixes for i == 1, . .. ,n, the number of matrix operations is of the order of L~rr. While by all-at-once formulation the number of matrix operations is of the order of (L~=l ri)3. Thus, by one-against-all formulation, the computational cost will be much cheaper. We call the SSLS-SVM by one-against-all formulation SSLS-SVM (0).
The algorithm of training SSLS-SVM (0) is as follows: Table Y shows the average recognition rates and their standard deviations of test data sets. It also includes the results for regular LS-SYMs. The best results among KSM (1), SSLS-SYM and SSLS-SYM (0) are shown in boldface. For seven problems, SSLS-SYM performed better than KSM (1). And for five problems, SSLS-SYM (0) performed better than KSM (1). Particularly, the average recognition rates of SSLS-SYM and SSLS-SYM (0) for the ringnorm data sets improved extremely. But the average recognition rates of SSLS-SYM (0) for the german and splice data sets were extremely bad. Generally, the average recognition rates of SSLS-SYM (0) were worse than those of SSLS-SYM.
Comparing Tables IY and Y, the classifier that performed best for the validation data sets tends to perform best for the test data sets or if not, not so bad. Thus, from the evaluation of the validation data sets we can select the best or near best kernel subspace method in most cases.
Comparing subspace methods with LS-SYMs, the SSLS-SYM showed comparable performance for seven problems and both the KSM (1) and SSLS-SYM (0) did for four problems. recognition rate. Comparing SSLS-SYM and SSLS-SYM (0), except for the banana problem, the latter performed worse. Table III shows the margin parameter values C 1 and C 2 determined by fivefold cross-validation using the r andṽ alues determined for KSM (1) and KSM (E), respectively. In the table, SSLS-SYM and SSLS-SYM (0) denote the SSLS-SYM by all-at-once formulation and the SSLS-SYM by oneagainst-all formulation. {0.1, 0.5,1,5,10,50,100,500,10 3,5 X 10 3,104,5 X 10 4 , 10 5 } by fivefold cross-validation. Table II shows the parameter values determined by the above procedure. In the table, KSM (1) and KSM (E) denote the conventional KSM with equal weights and with weights set by the eigenvalues, respectively. The r values are the same for only three problems.
SSLS-SYM (0)
C. Comparison with KSM (1)
Table IY shows the average recognition rates and their standard deviations of the validation data sets by KSM (1), SSLS-SYM, and SSLS-SYM (0) for the first five training data sets. For each problem, the best average recognition rate is shown in boldface. For seven data sets, SSLS-SYM performed better than KSM (1) . And for five data sets, SSLS-SYM (0) performed better than KSM (1). For the ringnorm problem, by optimizing weights the average recognition rates were significantly improved. But for the splice problem, optimizing weights by SSLS-SYM (0) degraded the average 
D. Comparison with KSM (E)
Table YI shows the average recognition rates and their standard deviations of the validation data sets generated by the first five training data sets by KSM (E), SSLS-SYM, and SSLS-SYM (0). For each problem, the best average recognition rate is shown in boldface. For seven data sets, both SSLS-SYM and SSLS-SYM(O) performed better than the KSM (E). The average recognition rate of KSM (E) for the image data set was extremely bad. Comparing Table IY and VI, KSM (1) and KSM (E) showed comparable performance, in that KSM (1) performed better than KSM (E) for seven problems. Also SSLS-SYM (0) showed comparable performance for the parameters determined by KSM (1) and KSM (E), but SSLS-SYM performed a little worse for the parameters determined by KSM (E). Table YII shows the average recognition rates and their standard deviations of test data sets. It also includes the results for regular LS-SYMs. The best results among KSM (E), SSLS-SYM and SSLS-SYM (0) are shown in boldface. For seven problems, SSLS-SYM performed better than KSM (E). And for nine problems, SSLS-SYM (0) performed better than KSM (E). Particularly, the average recognition rates of SSLS-SYM and SSLS-SYM (0) for the image data sets were improved significantly. Comparing Tables YI and YII, the best classifier for the validation data sets tends to be the best or near best for the test data sets.
Comparing the subspace methods with the LS-SYM, SSLS-SYM showed comparable performance for five problems, SSSLS-SYM (0) did four problems, and KSME (E) did three problems.
Comparing the results shown in Tables Y and YII , the classifier based on the parameters determined by KSM (1) showed comparable performance with that by KSM (E), but the former showed a slightly better performance. For some problems both classifiers showed very different performance, e.g., SSLS-SYMs for the ringnorm problem.
From the standpoint of computational burden, SSLS-SYM (0) is better than SSLS-SYM but the classification performance of SSLS-SYM (0) was slightly worse. In this paper, we proposed subspace based least squares SYMs (SSLS-SYMs). In SSLS-SYMs, the similarity measure for each class is assumed as the separating hyperplane that separates the associated class with the remaining classes. Then the margin between classes is maximized under the constraints that the similarity measure associated with the class to which a data sample belongs is the largest among all the similarity measures. This leads to a linear all-at-once SYM. Because all-at-once formulation is inefficient, we also formulated SSLS-SYMs by one-against-all formulation.
According to the computer experiments for two-class problems, SSLS-SYMs by all-at-once and one-against-all formulations performed better than the conventional kernel subspace method with equal weights for seven and five problems, respectively, and the SSLS-SYM by all-at-once and one-against-all formulations performed better than those with weights set with eigenvalues for seven and nine problems, respectively.
